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CORTIZZA SELECTS PEARSON TRIPLETT AS FIRST SALES PARTNER
Noted Manufacturer’s Rep Firm, Pearson Triplett, Will Expand Cortizza’s Distribution
September 10, 2012, San Jose, CA - - Cortizza LLC is pleased to announce it has partnered with Pearson
Triplett to significantly expand distribution in southern California, Nevada and Arizona. Pearson
Triplett’s permanent showroom in the L.A. Mart will display Cortizza’s beautiful and sustainable cork
fabric personal accessories. Additionally, Pearson Triplett’s field representatives will sell Cortizza’s
unique, eco-friendly luxury accessories to resorts, spas and other upscale retailers in the southwest.
“Pearson Triplett is a well respected and long
established manufacturer’s rep firm, exactly the type
of quality representation that will help us grow”, said
Cortizza President, Diane Thompson.
Cortizza products include a wide variety of fashion,
business, travel and wine accessories, all made from
cork fabric. Cork fabric is an amazing material: soft
and supple suede-like texture, available in a wide
variety of colors and patterns, and water and stain
resistant. It’s a luxurious vegan alternative to leather
Pearson Triplett Showroom
that will be equally admired by non-vegans. Cork is a
completely renewable resource that also supports biodiversity. Cortizza designs and manufactures
Cortizza exclusives and sources the very best from designers around
the world. There’s no need to sacrifice style or functionality to live
sustainably. Cortizza products combine creativity, beauty and
sustainability.
“We are excited to introduce Cortizza’s beautiful and unique
accessories to our customers”, said Pearson Triplett owner, Ann
Triplett. “They’re a great addition to our other lines and I know they’ll
be very popular.”
Retailers are invited to visit the Pearson Triplett showroom in the
L.A. Mart to see the Cortizza product line.
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About Cortizza, LLC
Cortizza designs, manufactures, and sells accessories made from sustainable cork fabric, and cork paper.
Cortizza products are beautiful and eco-friendly. Products include fashion, travel, business and wine
accessories. Cortizza can personalize products with a company logo or custom text. Learn more about
Cortizza at www.cortizza.com.
About Pearson Triplett
Pearson Triplett is a showroom and field sales agency representing manufacturers of personal care and
related accessories www.pearsontriplett.com .
Media contact: Diane Thompson, media@cortizza.com, (888) 414-5975.
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